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Kaseya: A global 
ransomware attack 
On 2 July Coop, one of the major supermarket chains in 
Sweden was forced to close hundreds of stores due to 
malfunctioning cash registers. It quickly became clear 
that it was not an operational issue, but the result of a 
cyberattack and that hundreds, maybe thousands, of 
businesses all over the world were affected. The common 
factor turned out to be that they all used managed IT 
service providers that employed the VSA IT management 
software from Kaseya. 

Subsequent investigations point at a zero-day vulnerability 
in VSA being used to stage the attack against the service 
providers. This amounts to a supply chain attack since the 
ultimate victims were attacked through their suppliers of 
services. In this way, the attack is reminiscent of operation 
Cloud Hopper. Both the devastating effects of hitting a 
large number of victims through one service provider and 
the power of finding vulnerabilities in software that is widely 
used are noteworthy.

The ransomware wave and its effect on essential services, 
as reported in the previous issue of this series, does not 
seem to be waning. This attack has been called the biggest 
yet by some observers, and its impact was global. Like 
many of the recent attacks of this kind, its origin seems 
to be a Russian criminal gang. Many are also continuing 
to call for the Russian government to take action against 
these organisations. Like the privateers enrolled in 
maritime warfare of old, these criminals are seen as being 
allowed to attack foreign targets and keep the spoils.

‘I made it very clear to [President Putin] that the United 
States expects when a ransomware operation is coming 
from his soil, even though it’s not sponsored by the 
state, we expect them to act if we give them enough 
information to act on who that is.’ (President Biden)

The ransom demands were addressed at all levels; against 
Kaseya, the service providers and the businesses finally 
hit. A master key to unlock all the affected computers was 
supposedly offered for $70 million. Kaseya has denied 
paying the ransom, but some affected businesses may 
have chosen to pay. A master key seems to have surfaced, 
but it is unclear if the ransom was paid by someone else, 
or if perhaps this has been obtained through state-level 
negotiations or even an intervention by the Russian 
authorities.

A pattern also seems to be emerging where the groups 
responsible closedown or go into hiding after a major 
attack. It is not unlikely that they are just reorganising 
under another name; there are examples of other groups 
doing this and also releasing decryption tools as the old 

1 The Project involved Amnesty International, Forbidden Stories, and 17 media partners

‘business’ is closed.

The ransomware threat and its effect on critical 
infrastructure and services will continue to be one of the 
major global cyber threats. Since the protection of the 
targeted IT systems is mostly out of their control, it is difficult 
for affected organisations to take effective measures 
against the threat. The level of protection in many cases is 
still far too low with, for example, old unpatched software 
deployed, and the attacks are still highly profitable. To 
address the issues a whole of society approach, as well as 
international cooperation, is needed, both raising the level 
of cyber security overall and working to deny the attackers 
any benefits.

The Pegasus spyware 
controversy
A joint investigative journalism initiative1 called the 
‘Pegasus Project’ has revealed the extent to which 
controversial spyware technologies are being used to 
digitally surveil targets across the globe, including human 
rights campaigners and journalists. The Project used 
information originally leaked to human rights campaign 
organisation Amnesty International and media non-profit 
Forbidden Stories which included over 50,000 phone 
records of ‘persons of interest’ that had been selected for 
surveillance through Pegasus,  a spyware solution sold 
by NSO Group, an Israeli private company specialising in 
cybersecurity technologies.

The project revealed potential targets that included 
politicians and world leaders (with French President 
Emmanuel Macron’s phone number part of the leaked 
records), journalists, and human rights defenders, with 
the evidence contributing to fears that the spyware is 
being used by repressive regimes as a means to track 
and enable further negative actions against any potential 
opposition.  

‘NSO Group’s targeted digital surveillance tool is 
inherently prone to human rights violations, given its 
design and the lack of checks in place to ensure its 
proper deployment. States have wilfully used Pegasus 
to unlawfully target individuals, completely violating 
their right to privacy.’ (Amnesty International, Pegasus 
Project Press Release)

NSO’s spyware, Pegasus, enables the remote surveillance 
of smartphone devices. The spyware is installed on a 
device either by tricking the target individual into clicking 
on a link that then prompts the download by email or via 
a messaging application, or by exploiting vulnerabilities 
in common applications. Once installed, the spyware 

https://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/119663/cyber-crime/coop-supermarket-kaseya-ransomware-attack.html
https://www.securityweek.com/it-software-firm-kaseya-hit-supply-chain-ransomware-attack
https://helpdesk.kaseya.com/hc/en-gb/articles/4403440684689
https://blog.truesec.com/2021/07/04/kaseya-supply-chain-attack-targeting-msps-to-deliver-revil-ransomware/
https://www.trendmicro.com/vinfo/us/security/news/cyber-attacks/operation-cloud-hopper-what-you-need-to-know
https://www.trendmicro.com/vinfo/us/security/news/cyber-attacks/operation-cloud-hopper-what-you-need-to-know
https://ccdcoe.org/library/publications/recent-cyber-events-no-11-june-2021/
https://news.yahoo.com/1-500-firms-hit-kaseya-101411002.html
https://www.govinfosecurity.com/blogs/theres-clear-line-from-revil-ransomware-to-russia-p-3065
https://www.zdnet.com/article/revil-websites-down-after-governments-pressured-to-take-action-following-kaseya-attack/
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/09/us/politics/putin-biden-ransomware-hackers.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/security/hackers-holiday-crime-spree-demand-70-million-say-locked-1-million-dev-rcna1339
https://www.zdnet.com/article/kaseya-denies-paying-ransom-for-decryptor-refuses-comment-on-nda/
https://www.zdnet.com/article/kaseya-denies-paying-ransom-for-decryptor-refuses-comment-on-nda/
https://threatpost.com/kaseya-universal-decryptor-revil-ransomware/168070/
https://threatpost.com/kaseya-universal-decryptor-revil-ransomware/168070/
https://forbiddenstories.org/pegasus-project-articles/
https://forbiddenstories.org/pegasus-the-new-global-weapon-for-silencing-journalists/
https://forbiddenstories.org/pegasus-the-new-global-weapon-for-silencing-journalists/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/press-release/2021/07/pegasus-project-spyware-digital-surveillance-nso/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/press-release/2021/07/pegasus-project-spyware-digital-surveillance-nso/
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is theoretically capable of harvesting data from SMS 
messages, emails, social media messaging logs photos 
and video files, as well as the calendar, contacts book and 
GPS locator tool. The spyware is capable of recording 
calls and activating the device’s camera and microphone, 
and passing all this information back to those behind the 
installation (NSO Group on behalf of its clients). The first 
wave of Pegasus revelations came in 2018 when Citizen 
Lab and partners identified 36 likely Pegasus customers in 
45 countries between 2016 and 2018. 

Forensic analysis by Amnesty International’s Security Lab 
of 67 smartphones revealed successful infections in over 
half the devices through a vulnerability in iPhone devices 
observed as recently as July 2021 and affecting devices up 
to a fully patched iPhone 12 running iOS 14.6. Apple has 
subsequently been the subject of criticism for not publicly 
collaborating with the security community to prevent similar 
exploitation of its software. 

The publicity around the scale and nature of targeted 
individuals has raised significant understandable concern 
in terms of privacy and human rights violations as the 
investigative project revealed potential Pegasus clients 
including Azerbaijan, Bahrain, Hungary, India, Kazakhstan, 
Mexico, Morocco, Rwanda, Saudi Arabia, Togo and the 
United Arab Emirates (UAE). Surveillance technology like 
Pegasus falls under defence export control, with exports 
restricted and subject to licensing by the Israeli Ministry of 
Defense. 

NSO Group has pushed back strongly against the 
allegations, denying the investigations’ findings and 
comparing the international disapproval as similar to 
‘criticising a car manufacturer when a drunk driver crashes’, 
arguing that it is clients who are responsible for how the 
spyware capabilities are used – and against whom. NSO’s 
2021 Transparency Report argues Pegasus spyware is 
used by states to ‘collect data from the mobile devices 
of specific suspected major criminals’, contradicting the 
Project’s forensic evidence. It also stated that in-built 
restraints rendered Pegasus incapable of targeting phone 
numbers starting with Israeli or US prefixes. Unfortunately, 
there are no publicly available comprehensive statistics 
as to the technology´s actual efficacy in curbing crime or 
terrorism. 

At the end of July, the Israeli government commenced 
an investigation into the Project’s allegations and the 
adequacy of the current export controls framework.

‘It is highly dangerous and irresponsible to allow the 
surveillance technology and trade sector to operate 
as a human rights-free zone,’… ‘Such practices 
violate the rights to freedom of expression, privacy 
and liberty, possibly endanger the lives of hundreds 
of individuals, imperil media freedom, and undermine 

2 UN Human Rights Committee (HRC), General Comment 31 [80]: The Nature of the General Legal Obligation 
Imposed on States Parties to the Covenant, UN Doc. CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add. 13, para. 8

democracy, peace, security and international 
cooperation.’(Statement: UN human rights experts)

In international human rights law, states have obligations to 
take appropriate measures to protect against human rights 
abuses from third parties2.  A group of UN experts have 
requested a memorandum on spyware technology, citing 
the requirement for corporate bodies to perform human 
rights due diligence as part of the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights.

Cyberattack against 
South African ports
On 22 July reports emerged that the South African state-
owned enterprise Transnet was experiencing problems 
with its IT networks. Transnet manages South Africa’s rail, 
port and pipeline infrastructure transporting minerals and 
other commodities for export.

The disruption primarily affected container terminals 
forcing Transnet to halt operations at container terminals 
in Durban, Ngqura, Port Elizabeth and Cape Town. 

A few days after the incident, Transnet acknowledged 
that it had suffered a cyberattack forcing it to declare 
force majeure at container terminals and switch to manual 
processing of cargo. On 28 July, South Africa’s Department 
of Public Enterprises announced that Transnet had restored 
full operations at all its ports following the cyberattack.

The 2017 NotPetya malware attack targeting Ukraine’s 
critical infrastructure ended up infecting the IT systems of 
Maersk thereby affecting the functioning of 76 Maersk port 
terminals worldwide.

The Transnet incident was the first time the operational 
integrity of South Africa’s critical maritime infrastructure 
suffered a severe disruption of its cargo movement due to 
a cyberattack, but it may be a sign of what lies ahead for 
ports worldwide. 

As maritime ports seek to increase efficiency and 
effectiveness through digitalisation, the number of similar 
incidents is likely to increase. The crippling effects of an 
attack may make paying a ransom an attractive option 
for operators, harbour facilities and other transport 
infrastructure, thereby making them lucrative targets 
for cyber criminals. Cyber security is gradually being 
recognised as an important dimension of maritime security 
but the integration into maritime security frameworks 
and instruments cannot be overestimated and should be 
accelerated to protect critical information infrastructure. The 
CCDCOE has covered the importance of ports and other 
infrastructure for military mobility, and their vulnerability to 
cyberattacks, in a food-for thought-paper. 

https://citizenlab.ca/2018/09/hide-and-seek-tracking-nso-groups-pegasus-spyware-to-operations-in-45-countries/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/research/2021/07/forensic-methodology-report-how-to-catch-nso-groups-pegasus/
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2021/07/apple-under-pressure-over-iphone-security-after-nso-spyware-claims/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/doc10/4491/2021/en/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jul/20/pegasus-project-turns-spotlight-on-spyware-firm-nso-ties-to-israeli-state
https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/07/28/1030244/israel-investigation-nso-group-pegasus-spyware/
https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/07/28/1030244/israel-investigation-nso-group-pegasus-spyware/
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-57922664
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-57922664
https://www.nsogroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/ReportBooklet.pdf
https://www.theregister.com/2021/07/29/israel_probes_nso_group/
https://www.theguardian.com/news/2021/jul/22/israel-examine-spyware-export-rules-should-be-tightened-nso-group-pegasus
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=27379&LangID=E
https://news.un.org/en/story/2021/08/1097632
https://www.ohchr.org/documents/publications/guidingprinciplesbusinesshr_en.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/documents/publications/guidingprinciplesbusinesshr_en.pdf
https://issafrica.org/iss-today/cyber-attacks-expose-the-vulnerability-of-south-africas-ports
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-transnet-cyber-idUSKBN2EZ0RQ
https://ccdcoe.org/library/publications/cyber-considerations-for-military-mobility/
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The port in Durban is the busiest shipping terminal in sub-
Saharan Africa, handling approximately 60% of South 
Africa’s container traffic. The attack against Transnet will 
therefore certainly have caused long-lasting damage to 
South Africa’s economy at a time where it is struggling 
to recover from the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
The actual severity of the incident is hard to estimate, 
leaving experts to speculate about its nature, scope and 
consequences.

Bloomberg has reported that the hackers left a ransom 
note on computers belonging to Transnet SOC Ltd. The 
location and identity of the Transnet hackers are currently 
unclear but, according to Adam Meyers, vice president 
of intelligence at the cybersecurity firm CrowdStrike, 
they are likely from Eastern Europe or Russia where 
many ransomware groups are based. The ransom note 
was similar to others seen in recent months, linked to 
ransomware strains known variously as ‘Death Kitty,’ ‘Hello 
Kitty’ and ‘Five Hands’ exploiting security vulnerabilities in 
SonicWall products.

North Korea hacked South 
Korea’s Nuclear Institute 
and Aerospace Company
In May and June, suspected North Korean hackers infiltrated 
South Korea’s nuclear research institute, the Korea Atomic 
Energy Research Institute (KAERI) and defence company 
Korea Aerospace Industries (KAI) respectively and stole 
data stored in internal networks. KAERI is a government-
run institute with original technologies for nuclear power 
plants and nuclear fuel, and KAI is South Korea’s largest 
defence company manufacturing fighter jets, utility 
helicopters, unmanned aerial vehicles, space launch 
vehicles and satellites.

Although no official investigation results about the extent 
of damage or the attribution of attackers have yet been 
announced, the National Intelligence Service (NIS) 
of Korea, an agency responsible for national security 
including cybersecurity, reported to the National Assembly’s 
Intelligence Committee on 8 July that North Korean state 
hackers were believed to have hacked these organisations 
and that most-sensitive information was not affected. 
Regarding the KAERI incident, the US Department of 
State’s spokesperson commented that North Korea poses 
a significant cyber threat and the international community 
should work together to mitigate the threat.

‘It’s vital for the international community, for network 
defenders, and the public to stay vigilant and to work 
together to mitigate the cyber threat posed by North 
Korea’ (US State Department Press Briefing on 8 July)

The initial attack vector of these incidents was a vulnerability 

in a Virtual Private Network (VPN) product made by a 
Korean IT security company. In April, the NIS identified 
the vulnerability and distributed security advisories to all 
organisations using it. However, mitigation actions were 
not followed by these organisations, resulting in hacking 
incidents.

VPNs build a virtual network on the internet, like a leased 
line, and were considered an essential security solution as 
working-from-home exploded due to COVID-19 and, for 
this reason, cyberattacks targeting VPNs have continued 
to occur. In ‘Top Routinely Exploited Vulnerabilities’ 
announced by the US Cybersecurity and Infrastructure 
Security Agency (CISA) on 28 July, VPNs such Pulse 
Secure’s and Fortinet’s products were included in the list 
of the top 5 most exploited products in the first half of this 
year along with Microsoft’s Exchange, Excellion’s File 
Transfer Appliance, and VMware’s vSphere.

VPNs are widely used not only for telecommuting but 
also for the maintenance of various critical IT systems 
including industrial control systems. IT administrators of 
each organisation should always monitor security news 
for their VPN products and apply vulnerability patches 
promptly. In addition, multi-factor authentication should be 
implemented in preparation for possible leaks of VPN user 
credentials, and application-specific access control should 
be applied rather than allowing authorised users access to 
all IT resources inside the perimeter of the organisation. 
Implementation of zero-trust security solutions that are 
capable of contextual awareness based on access ID, 
access time and security status of access device should 
also be considered.

Reactions to (China’s) compro- 
mise of Microsoft Exchange
On 2 March Microsoft announced that it had detected 
multiple zero-day exploits being used to attack on-premises 
versions of Microsoft Exchange Server in limited and 
targeted attacks. In the attacks observed, the threat actor 
used these vulnerabilities to access on-premises Exchange 
servers which enabled access to email accounts and 
allowed the installation of additional malware to facilitate 
long-term access to victim environments.

Media reported that tens of thousands of servers were hit, 
even mentioning 250,000. While a lot of the victims were 
small companies and businesses, the servers of bigger 
originations were also attacked including the European 
Banking Authority and the Norwegian Parliament. 

The Microsoft Threat Intelligence Center (MSTIC) 
attributed this campaign with high confidence to HAFNIUM, 
a group assessed to be state-sponsored and operating 
out of China, based on observed victimology, tactics and 
procedures.

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/07/27/transnet-halts-port-operations-in-south-africa-after-major-cyberattack.html
https://www.bloombergquint.com/business/-death-kitty-ransomware-linked-to-attack-on-south-african-ports
https://www.zdnet.com/article/north-korean-hacking-group-allegedly-behind-breach-of-south-korean-nuclear-institute/
https://spacenews.com/north-korea-linked-hackers-accessed-souths-rocket-developer-spy-agency/
https://thediplomat.com/2021/07/south-koreas-intelligence-agency-confirms-north-korean-cyberattacks/
https://www.state.gov/briefings/department-press-briefing-july-8-2021/
https://www.state.gov/briefings/department-press-briefing-july-8-2021/
https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/alerts/aa21-209a
https://www.microsoft.com/security/blog/2021/03/02/hafnium-targeting-exchange-servers/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-linked-hack-hits-tens-of-thousands-of-u-s-microsoft-customers-11615007991?mod=tech_lead_pos1
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-microsoft-hack-eba-idUSKBN2B01RP
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-microsoft-hack-eba-idUSKBN2B01RP
https://www.reuters.com/world/china/norway-says-march-cyber-attack-parliament-carried-out-china-2021-07-19/
https://www.microsoft.com/security/blog/2021/03/02/hafnium-targeting-exchange-servers/
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On 19 July, NATO released a statement in which it 
condemned such malicious cyber activities which are 
designed to destabilise and harm Euro-Atlantic security 
and disrupt the daily lives of our citizens. Acknowledging 
statements made by Allies such as Canada, the United 
Kingdom, and the United States attributing the attack to 
the People’s Republic of China, NATO calls all states, 
including China, to uphold their international commitments 
and obligations and to act responsibly in the international 
system, including in cyberspace. 

In a press release on 19 July the High Representative, on 
behalf of the European Union, urged Chinese authorities 
to take action against malicious cyber activities undertaken 
from its territory. In this statement, it referred to other hacker 
groups like Advanced Persistent Threat 40 and Advanced 
Persistent Threat 31 operating from China.  

In its Summit Communiqué issued by the heads of state 
and government participating in the meeting of the North 
Atlantic Council in Brussels on 14 June, the Allies ‘recognise 
that the impact of significant malicious cumulative cyber 
activities might, in certain circumstances, be considered 
as amounting to an armed attack’. They are committed 
to acting on such cyber activities ‘in accordance with 
international law, including the UN Charter, international 
humanitarian law, and international human rights law as 
applicable’. 

The Microsoft Exchange hack once again highlighted the 
risk of zero-day exploits and the need for constant vigilance 
and awareness. As with all malicious cyber activities, 
attribution is important and often necessary to be able to 
respond. Attribution is difficult and even in the best of times 
it may, as Microsoft stated for the Exchange compromise, 
be attributed only with ‘a high confidence’ rather than with 
certainty. President Biden has warned, that a significant 
cyberattack may result in the United States ending up in 
a ‘real shooting war’ with a ‘major power’, highlighting the 
potentially serious consequences of getting attribution 
wrong.
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